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CLUB APPLYING: Rotaract Club Doboj 

PROJECT NAME: “Breaking the 4’th wall” – Rotaract High School Student Short Film Festival 

PROJECT BUDGET: 70.000 EUR 

PROJECT DURATION: Longterm project that would repeat every next year (without new funding) 

CONTACT in Club 
(Name, e-mail, tel.): 

Đorđe Dujković (dujkovicdjordje@gmail.com / +387 65 180 525) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Goal of the 
project 

The goal is to educate a group of high school students (emerging voices) in film 
production and how to use editing software in order of creating a movie. Our second goal 
of the short film festival is to help emerging voices (high school students) raise awareness 
about the problems that they have and need help to resolve. The topic of the festival will 
be a question given to the students, simple as "What's bothering you?", as we want to 
gain a deep insight into the perspective of what's happening with our emerging voices 
(what are their problems and their needs). 

Project 
beneficiary & 
benefits 

Primary, Secondary Schools and University students who are photograph entusiests will 
have a chance to pariticapte and learn, but also represent their work.  

What do we need 
for it 

We have planned to acquire a projector for the cinema, as the Cultural Center of Doboj 
doesn't have one. This would be a projector with a long-term effect, as the projector 
would stay in the ownership of the Cultural Center of Doboj for future generations to use 
and enjoy the film as a cultural derivative. The cost of one cinema projector, that has full 
technical equipment support and even 3D format, is 70.000EUR. The advantages of this 
package, are that this projector comes with an outdoor inflatable screen that can be 
observed outside by 4.000 spectators. So we would have 2 options for conducting our 
Rotaract High School Student Short Film Festival, first option would be to organize it 
inside of the Cultural Center of Doboj, and the second option would be to organize it 
outside under the open sky. This package consists of a projector, outdoor inflatable 
movie screen, need cables and audio surround systems. 

Project 
description 

We will organize 5 workshops for creative producing, during which the participants will 
have a chance to creatively develop their film ideas, and 5 workshops for software editing 
and technical settings where we will offer our participants basic knowledge in a video 
montage, film editing and camera settings and options. The films will be limited to 5 min 
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max, and we plan to create 10 films. Upon the beginning of the program we will reach 
out to high school students for their film ideas, and upon receiving the ideas, we will 
assemble a team of judges that will choose 10 student ideas. After the 10 workshops, the 
students will be given a two-month-long period (with weekly checkups) to make their 
films, with the help of workshop moderators, and upon finishing the films, we will 
organize a premiere release of all 10 films. 

Additional 
Information 

 

 
 
 
  
 
 


